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• Why? General interest in enhancing engagement between “young” scientists 
and researchers working in both academia & industry

• Bottom-up initiative (ECP-driven with ~40 members within 6–8 years)
• Affiliation with a “senior” academy, but otherwise mostly operated autonomously
• Third-party sponsorship (approx. 150k EUR/year) 

• Motivation # 1 Desire to build more (and new) bridges between diverse set of 
ECPs working in both higher education & industrial settings

• Motivation # 2 Professional network — not only for Danish ECPs — but 
importantly also inclusive towards large body of internationals working in the 
technical and natural sciences across DK

• Motivation # 3 Two-way exchange of ideas & initiatives between industrial 
partner organisations & basic research groups from within academia

A Danish Technical Academy for 
Early-Career Professionals (ECPs)



• Established in 2011
• Independent unit under the main academy: 

Royal Danish Academy of Sciences & Letters
• Member of:

• SAPEA (Science Advice for Policy by European Academies)
• YASAS (Young Academies Science Advice Structure)
• ENYA (European National Young Academies)
• Nordic-Baltic Network of Young Academies

• Main raison d’être is to bring together young scientists (usually 
assistant to associate professor level) from all branches of science

• Agenda:
• To strengthen basic research and interdisciplinary exchange 
• To play a role in the political landscape & amplify voice of young 

scientists in the public debate
• To unite science & society through, e.g., outreach activities

Young Academy of Denmark



Meetings & Academy Structure
• Meetings in Copenhagen once a month at the premises of the Royal Danish Academy of 

Sciences & Letters (incl. external speaker from, e.g., research politics or Danish media)
• Meetings & activities are arranged by DUA members and/or its executive committees
• Administrative support from the main academy
• Financial support from the Carlsberg Foundation

• Three standing committees:
• Science/Research Politics
• Dissemination of Science
• Interdisciplinary Collaboration 

Royal Danish Academy of Sciences & Letters (Copenhagen)



Academy Activities

Call for Research Environment of the Year 2022
Viewpoint published in Danish newspaper Politiken on 29 October 2021

Public debate @ Folkemødet (‘The People’s Meeting’) 2021



Membership Model

P. S. Krøyer (1851–1909):
A Meeting in the Royal Danish  
Academy of Sciences and Letters (1897)

• Members are admitted once a year – a membership lasts for 5 years
• 7–9 members admitted yearly with steady-state of approx. 40 members in total
• Members are elected based on application/motivation & scientific excellence
• It furthermore remains a priority to have a balanced representation between 

scientific disciplines, universities, genders, and academic/research profiles



YATSI — Young Academy of Technology, 
Science, and Innovation
• New academy to be launched in 2023
• Independent academy unit loosely affiliated with the main body: 

Danish Academy of Technical Sciences
• Same membership model as Young Academy of Denmark, but English 

as lingua franca & alternating meeting venues across DK
• Major focus on bringing together ECPs exclusively from the technical & 

natural sciences, working in both higher education and industry
• Intention is furthermore to advocate for stronger funding in support of 

science & innovation as a driver for economic growth in DK (and EU)

• Agenda:
• To strengthen the professional exchange between ECPs 

— not only in academia — but also within industry
• To unite science & industry



Main differences/interplay betweenYATSI
&Young Academy of Denmark

Young Academy of Denmark
All scientific disciplines

Royal Danish Academy of Sciences & Letters

Science & society

Interdisciplinarity, public dissemination, and 
general science/research politics

YATSI
Technical & natural sciences + industry

Danish Academy of Technical Sciences

Science & industry

Entrepreneurship, innovation, industrial 
adaption of academic basic research 

An academy is what its members makes it.


